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 war, ayyya.... smajl> first things first: go get a dell bazhang: not only that, but the graphics are slow and laggy, im on a radeon,
and the nvidia chip is installed (with no monitor connected) That's odd. Well, I'm goign to have to go do some work, so I'll see

y'all on the flipside. Hope I can find out what's up. Ttyl bazhang: dell is not known for supporting ubuntu and if i turn nvidia on,
it does the same thing, very very very slow i just need a working laptop :S fep, not the answer I was looking for it worked fine,

on windows i installed xubuntu on it I am so sad now. I started to download this movie and got halfway through before my
connection dropped. I've got to go get work done so I can't stay and watch it until it's done. installed the driver fine too smajl,
ahh then return it if that's the case but then one day, it just stopped working bazhang: no, there's a line of like 5-6 dells that

actually support ubuntu (with non-functional touchpad support) smajl, sure, thats what I was saying i had to get a new laptop
smajl: do you mean working on ubuntu or working with it? bazhang: do you even understand what I'm talking about somsip: oh
sorry, I meant working with. smajl, if it's not working on the normal support path (ie ubuntu) then you should certainly expect it

to be a little iffy on that path smajl, the first three links I gave you describe the troubles, and the last explains how to
troubleshoot 82157476af
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